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CHAPTER 295
WATER RIGHTS, PROCEDURAL

SUBCHAPTER A: REQUIREMENTS OF WATER RIGHTS APPLICATIONS GENERAL PROVISIONS

DIVISION 1: GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

§295.1. Use of Forms.
§295.2. Preparation of Application.
§295.3. Name and Address.
§295.4. Source of Supply.
§295.5. Amount and Purpose of Diversion and Use.
§295.6. Rate and Method of Diversion.
§295.7. Location of Diversion Point, Reservoir, and Dam.
§295.10. Proposed Installation or Reservoir.
§295.11. Multiple Ownership of Existing Reservoir.
§295.13. Interbasin Transfers.
§295.15. Sworn Application Required.
§295.16. Consistency With State And Regional Water Plans.

DIVISION 2: ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE STORAGE OF APPROPRIATED SURFACE WATER IN AQUIFERS


DIVISION 3: ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR AGRICULTURE

§295.31. Ownership Information Required; Exceptions.
§295.32. Documents and Information To Be Submitted.

DIVISION 4: ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR DAMS AND RESERVOIRS

§295.41. Plans To Be Prepared by Registered Engineer.
§295.42. Additional Notice Requirement.
DIVISION 5: REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLICATIONS FOR PERMITS UNDER TEXAS WATER CODE, §11.143


DIVISION 6: ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLICATIONS FOR TEMPORARY PERMITS

§295.61. Applications.

DIVISION 7: REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLICATIONS FOR AMENDMENTS TO WATER USE PERMITS AND EXTENSIONS OF TIME

§295.71. Applications To Amend a Permit.
§295.72. Applications for Extensions of Time.
§295.73. Texas Water Code, §11.122(b-1) Amendment Applications.

DIVISION 8: REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLICATION FOR DIVERSION FOR DOMESTIC OR LIVESTOCK USE FROM UNSPONSORED AND STORAGE LIMITED PROJECTS

§295.81. Application.
§295.85. Application.

DIVISION 9: REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLICATION FOR EMERGENCY WATER USE PERMIT

§295.91. Application.

DIVISION 10: FILING REQUIREMENTS FOR WATER SUPPLY CONTRACTS AND AMENDMENTS

§295.101. Documents To Be Filed.

DIVISION 11: REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLICATIONS FOR AUTHORIZATIONS TO USE BED AND BANKS

§295.111. Authorization to Convey Stored Water In Bed and Banks.
§295.112. Application to Convey Groundwater-Based Effluent in Bed and Banks.
§295.113. Application to Convey Water In Bed and Banks.
§295.114. Application to Convey Imported Water in Bed and Banks.

DIVISION 12: MAPS, PLATS, AND DRAWINGS ACCOMPANYING APPLICATION FOR WATER USE PERMIT
§295.121. Content Requirements of Maps.
§295.122. Requirements for Dams and Reservoirs.

SUBCHAPTER B: WATER USE PERMIT FEES

§295.131. Fees Required.
§295.132. Filing, Recording, and Notice Fees.
§295.133. One-Time Use Fees.
§295.134. Maximum Fees.
§295.135. Inquiries as to Fees.
§295.136. Return of Fees.
§295.137. Diversion From Un-sponsored or Storage-Limited Projects.
§295.138. Extension of Time To Commence or Complete Construction.
§295.139. Miscellaneous Fees.
§295.140. Local Sponsor Designation Fees.

SUBCHAPTER C: NOTICE REQUIREMENTS FOR WATER RIGHT APPLICATIONS

§295.152. Notice By Publication.
§295.156. Notice for Emergency Water Use.
§295.159. Notice of Extension of Time To Commence or Complete Construction.

SUBCHAPTER D: CONTESTED CASE HEARING

§295.171. Request for Contested Case Hearing.
§295.172. Contested Case Hearing.
§295.177. Evidentiary Hearing on Interbasin Transfer Amendments.
SUBCHAPTER E: SPECIAL ACTIONS OF THE COMMISSION

§295.181. Provisional Disposition of Application for Temporary Permit.
§295.185. Condemnation.

SUBCHAPTER F: MISCELLANEOUS

§295.201. Filing of Instruments.

SUBCHAPTER G: DESALINATION, PROCEDURAL

§295.300. Applicability.
§295.301. Definitions.
§295.302. Requirements for Application for Diversion of Marine Seawater and Diversion of Seawater.
§295.303. Review Timeframes.
§295.304. Notice of Application to Divert Marine Seawater or Seawater.
§295.305. Requirements for an Authorization to Convey Treated Marine Seawater in Bed and Banks.
§295.306. Notice of Application to Convey Treated Marine Seawater in Bed and Banks.